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Excitation and damping of a self-modulated laser wakefield
S.-Y. Chen,a) M. Krishnan, A. Maksimchuk, and D. Umstadter
Center for Ultrafast Optical Science, University of Michigan, Ann Arbor, Michigan 48109
~Received 23 August 1999; accepted 11 October 1999!
Spatially, temporally, and angularly resolved collinear collective Thomson scattering was used to
diagnose the excitation and damping of a relativistic-phase-velocity self-modulated laser wakefield.
The excitation of the electron plasma wave was observed to be driven by Raman-type instabilities.
The damping is believed to originate from both electron beam loading and modulational instability.
The collective Thomson scattering of a probe pulse from the ion acoustic waves, resulting from
modulational instability, allows us to measure the temporal evolution of the plasma temperature.
The latter was found to be consistent with the damping of the electron plasma wave. © 2000
American Institute of Physics. @S1070-664X~00!04201-4#
I. INTRODUCTION
The study of growth and damping of electron plasma
waves ~EPW! excited during propagation of a high-intensity
laser pulse in a plasma is relevant to many applications, such
as the fast ignitor concept in laser fusion,1 x-ray lasers, and
laser-plasma-based electron accelerators.2 Two collisionless
damping processes have been observed to damp EPWs on a
time scale short compared to collisional damping processes.
One is electron beam loading, in which hot electrons in the
plasma are trapped and heated by the EPW, when their ther-
mal velocities are higher than the trapping threshold. An-
other is due to the decay of an EPW into an ion acoustic
wave ~IAW! and daughter EPWs as a result of modulational
instability of EPWs.3–5 Both have been observed in the
damping of the EPW excited by Raman backscattering insta-
bility ~which is a slow-phase-velocity wave!,6–8 and the lat-
ter have been observed in the collinear laser-beat-wave
~which is a fast-phase-velocity wave!.9,10
The damping of a self-modulated laser wakefield was
attributed to electron beam loading by Tzeng et al.11 in stud-
ies using a particle-in-cell simulation that assumes immobile
ions. In this case, the EPW amplitude is not high enough to
induce longitudinal ~one-dimensional! wavebreaking. They
believe the occurrence of Raman backscattering and side-
scattering initially heats the electrons such that the latter
have sufficient energy to be trapped by the large-phase-
velocity (vp;c) EPW that is generated from Raman
forward-like scattering.12–15 On the other hand, Bulanov
et al.16 suggested that transverse wave-breaking can cause
damping of a three-dimensional EPW and inject electrons
into the trapping region of the plasma wave.
Two groups17,18 have investigated the evolution of a
self-modulated laser wakefield experimentally by use of col-
linear collective Thomson scattering and, yet, gave different
explanations for the observed fast damping of the EPW.
We17 previously attributed the damping of the EPW to ac-
celeration of electrons in the forward direction based on the
observation that the total energy carried by these electrons is
comparable with the energy stored in the EPW at its peak.
However, this argument fails if the damping of the EPW
through various mechanisms leads to saturation of the EPW
during the laser pulse. Ting et al.18 observed the growth and
decay of the scattered light near the probe wavelength in the
30° direction ~with respect to the direction of beam propa-
gation!. They attributed such enhanced scattering of the
probe light to the collective scattering from IAWs that are
produced by modulational instability decay of the EPW.
However, without resolving the scattered light spectrally and
angularly, the attribution of such scattering to IAWs is un-
convincing and competing mechanisms could not be ruled
out.
In this experiment, a self-modulated laser wakefield ex-
cited during the propagation of an intense laser pulse in a
plasma was observed through the appearance of Raman sat-
ellites. Strong spectral cascading ~up-to-4th anti-Stokes sat-
ellites! was detected, and their relative strengths indicate that
a large-amplitude ~up to 30% density perturbation! electron
plasma wave was excited. Observation of anti-Stokes satel-
lites indicates strong coupling to a plasma wave driven by a
Raman-type instability, either Raman forward scattering or
self-modulation instability.19–23 In addition, relativistic elec-
trons generated by the electron plasma wave were observed.
These results have been reported previously in Ref. 12. In
Sec. II, new results for angularly resolved Raman spectra are
presented, which allow us to look into the three-dimensional
features of Raman scattering instability.
To measure the growth and the decay of the plasma
wave, i.e., its temporal distribution, collinear collective
Thomson scattering of a second-harmonic probe pulse was
used. The growth of the plasma wave is found to be expo-
nential, and the high damping rate limits the duration of the
plasma wave to a few picoseconds. These observations have
been published previously in Ref. 17, and are summarized in
Sec. III. New results for various pump laser powers are dis-
cussed in Sec. IV, providing new clues about the dominant
damping mechanisms. In Sec. V, we discuss our studies of
the spatially, temporally, and angularly resolved collective
Thomson spectra to investigate the three-dimensional fea-
tures and the spatio-temporal distribution of the electrona!Electronic mail: synchen@umich.edu
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plasma wave excited. In Sec. VI, we report the results of our
investigation of the damping processes of the self-modulated
laser wakefield. The spatio-temporal distribution of the IAW
was measured using collinear collective Thomson scattering,
revealing the importance of modulational instability in the
damping of a self-modulated laser wakefield, in addition to
the effect of electron beam loading. The time-varying angu-
larly dependent frequency shifts of collective Thomson scat-
tering satellites—presumably from IAWs—were obtained
using angularly resolved spectroscopy, rendering the mea-
surement of the temporal evolution of the effective electron
temperature. These results allow us to systematically identify
the relative importance of the various damping mechanisms
for the self-modulated laser wakefield, and diagnose the sub-
sequent plasma heating. A summary is given in Sec. VII.
II. OBSERVATION OF RAMAN SCATTERING
INSTABILITY VIA ANGLE-RESOLVED RAMAN
SCATTERING SPECTRA
In this experiment, we used a laser system that produced
400 fs laser pulses at 1.054 mm wavelength with a maximum
peak power of 4 TW. The 50 mm diam laser beam was fo-
cused with an f /3.3 harmonically coated parabolic mirror to
a small spot of 8 mm FWHM ~full width at half maximum!
in diameter at the front edge of a supersonic helium gas jet.
~This small spot contains 60% of the pulse energy, and the
rest ~40%! is in a large spot of .100 mm in diameter.! A
co-propagating second-harmonic probe pulse was focused by
the same parabolic mirror to a spot of 7 mm FWHM, over-
lapping with the pump-beam focus.17 When a flat-topped gas
jet ~1000 mm in length! with a sharp gradient ~250 mm! was
used, relativistic-ponderomotive self-channeling of the pump
pulse was observed when the peak laser power was
>1.5 TW for 3.731019 cm23 plasma density.24,25 Under
such conditions, the probe pulse was observed to be guided
by the plasma-density depression created by the self-
channeled pump pulse.25,26
To measure the spectra of Raman scattering in several
directions simultaneously, glass fibers of 1 mm core diameter
were set up 2 cm away from the laser focus, i.e., f /20 accep-
tance, with each fiber looking from a specific angle. The
opposite ends of the fibers were lined up on the slit of a
prism spectrometer. The prism spectrometer has a resolution
of l/Dl5300 at l5527 nm and l/Dl5600 at l
51054 nm. A prism spectrometer, instead of a grating spec-
trometer, was used because of its ability to measure the en-
tire spectral region of interest ~including the fundamental and
the satellites! in a single shot. However, if the glass fiber is
situated within the forward laser cone (210°,u,110°),
the strong laser light will damage the fiber tip and also gen-
erate white light in the fiber, burying the signal. Furthermore,
a higher efficiency of signal collection is needed in the direct
forward channel in order to increase the sensitivity of mea-
surement of plasma wave amplitude. Therefore, whenever
the measurement of the spectrum in the direct forward direc-
tion (0°) was needed, an imaging system with lenses ( f /15)
was used instead. The setup is shown in Fig. 1.
The direct forward scattering spectra ~at 0°! were re-
ported in Ref. 12 for a shorter and nonuniform gas jet ~400
mm long!, with which relativistic-ponderomotive self-
channeling was not observed. Here we discuss the results
obtained by using the spectra measured in the 15° channel
for the 1 mm long uniform gas jet. All qualitative features
were found to be the same as in the results of the 0° channel
for that 400 mm long gas jet ~see Ref. 12!. Figure 2 shows
the Raman spectra in the 15° channel for various plasma
densities at 2.5 TW pump power, and Fig. 3 shows the re-
sults for various laser powers at 3.731019 cm23 plasma den-
sity. The dependence of the anti-Stokes frequency shift on
plasma density is consistent with the theoretical prediction
FIG. 1. Setup of angle-resolved spectroscopy for detecting the spectra of
Raman scattering or collective Thomson scattering. The fiber array was
removed from the entrance slit of the spectrometer when the direct forward
channel ~using lenses! was used. The spectrometer was a prism spectrometer
when a low spectral resolution and a large range were needed, and was a
1200 lines/mm grating spectrometer when a high spectral resolution was
needed.
FIG. 2. Spectra of Raman forward scattering in the 15° direction for various
plasma densities at a fixed laser power of 2.5 TW. Note that the intensity
scale is logrithmic and that the curves are vertically displaced for ease of
viewing.
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vp~g!5vp0 /Ag , ~1!
where
vp05A4pnee2/me55.643104 ne1/2 @cm23# rad/s, ~2!
is the nonrelativistic plasma frequency which is determined
by electron density ne only and
g5A11 a022 , ~3!
is the relativistic factor associated with the average trans-
verse quivering velocity of an electron in a laser field; a0 is
the normalized vector potential of the laser field. The fact
that such relation is obeyed, i.e., vp}Ane, proves that the
satellites observed are indeed Raman scattering satellites.
Strong spectral cascading was observed ~up to the fourth
anti-Stokes satellite!, indicating strong coupling to a plasma
wave generated by Raman forward scattering and self-
modulation instabilities.19–23 The amplitude of the plasma
wave, which is proportional to the square root of the relative
strength between the anti-Stokes signal and the fundamental,
increases with increase of laser power and plasma density, as
expected from the temporal growth rate for Raman forward
scattering11
g05
vp
2
A8v0
a0
A11a02/2
, ~4!
where v0 is the laser frequency.
Note that the Raman satellites become broadened at high
laser power and plasma density. Such broadening may be a
result of relativistic self-phase modulation of the pump pulse
and its relativistic cross-phase modulation on the Raman sat-
ellites. Another possibility is the loss of the coherence of the
plasma wave as a result of strong damping via, e.g., strong
beam loading ~or wave-breaking!, leading to a turbulent
plasma. The scattering would then be due to the individual
electrons and not due to a single collective mode of plasma.
Since the electrons are still bunched in space ~k-matched! but
now have a range of velocities, they will produce a broad-
ened spectrum.12,27,28 This process is referred to as stimu-
lated Compton scattering,29,30 which has a large klDe in con-
trast to stimulated Raman scattering.
The Raman spectra at various angles are shown in Fig. 4
for a laser power of 2.5 TW and a plasma density of 3.7
31019 cm23. The spectra in all channels of forward direc-
tions show roughly the same features. As can be seen, the
intensities of the Raman satellites decrease more slowly with
increasing angle than the fundamental does. This shows that
the angular spread of the Raman satellites is larger than that
of the fundamental, which is indicative of the small cross
section of the plasma wave, in addition to the small cross
section of the pump beam. On the other hand, near-forward
Raman scattering and Raman side-scattering instabilities
may also contribute to the observed satellites at larger
angles. The Stokes satellites were not measured because the
CCD ~charge-coupled device! camera is not sensitive in that
spectral range.
The spectrum measured in the 165° channel shows a
strongly modulated spectrum extending from the red side of
the fundamental wavelength to the blue side ~higher than the
second anti-Stokes satellites!. Normally, for stimulated Ra-
man backscattering, only Stokes is resonant. The appearance
of the signal on the blue side is believed to be a result of both
strong broadening and blue shift of the first Stokes satellite
as a result of Raman backscattering in the strong coupling
regime, as discussed in Ref. 31.
III. MEASUREMENT OF PLASMA WAVE AMPLITUDE
USING COLLINEAR COLLECTIVE THOMSON
SCATTERING
Measurements of Raman scattering spectra can provide
much information, such as the plasma density, the existence
of an electron plasma wave, and a rough estimate of peak
plasma-wave amplitude. However, in order to properly un-
FIG. 3. Spectra of Raman forward scattering in the 15° direction for various
laser powers at a fixed plasma density of 3.731019 cm23. Note that the
intensity scale is logrithmic and that the curves are vertically displaced for
ease of viewing.
FIG. 4. Spectra of Raman forward scattering for various angles of observa-
tion at 2.5 TW laser power and 3.731019 cm23 plasma density. Note that
the intensity scale is logrithmic and that the curves have been vertically
displaced for ease of viewing.
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derstand the growth and decay of the electron plasma waves
generated, it is necessary to characterize the distribution of
the plasma-wave amplitude spatially and temporally. To
measure the growth and decay of the electron plasma wave
excited by Raman forward scattering and self-modulation in-
stabilities, collinear collective Thomson scattering was used.
When the second-harmonic probe pulse propagated col-
linearly with the pump pulse in the plasma, it was scattered
by the plasma wave to longer wavelengths ~Stokes Thomson
satellites! and shorter wavelengths ~anti-Stokes Thomson
satellites!, i.e., vs5(2v0)6nvp , where n is the order of
the satellite.
In the first step, the spatially-averaged temporal distribu-
tion of the EPW was measured. Forward scattered light from
the probe pulse was collected on-axis (0°) and spectrally
resolved by using the prism spectrometer. Since the focus of
the probe beam overlapped with the focus of the pump beam
and the former is slightly smaller than the latter, the probe
pulse measured a plasma wave amplitude that is averaged
spatially over the probe spot size transversely and the chan-
nel length of the plasma wave longitudinally.
The results for a 400 mm long nonuniform gas jet were
reported in Ref. 17 and are summarized as follows. Figure 5
shows the Thomson scattering spectrum for zero probe delay
~i.e., when the pump pulse and the probe pulse overlap tem-
porally! for a pump–pulse peak power of 3 TW and a plasma
density of 2.331019 cm23. Two Stokes and anti-Stokes sat-
ellites were detected, and, from their amplitudes, the plasma-
wave amplitude can be determined. The ratio between the
intensities of Thomson satellites and the incident probe can
be used to determine the plasma wave amplitude by applying
the Bragg scattering equation32
Ps
P0
5
1
4 Dn
2r0
2lpr
2 L2
sin2~DKL !
~DKL !2 , ~5!
where Dn is the plasma wave amplitude ~assuming a sinu-
soidal plasma wave with frequency vp and wave number
kp!, r0 is the classical electron radius, lpr is the probe wave-
length, L is the plasma-wave channel length, and DK5kpr
2ks6kp is the wave vector mismatch. Assuming a plasma-
wave channel length of 220 mm, estimated from the side
imaging of the linear Thomson scattering of the pump pulse,
the Stokes satellite indicates a plasma-wave amplitude of
3.6%, while the anti-Stokes satellite indicates 9.2%. How-
ever, since L is not actually measured but roughly estimated
from the pump–pulse channel length, the obtained plasma-
wave amplitude has some uncertainty.
There is another approach to calculate the plasma wave
amplitude.33–36 For a significant plasma-wave amplitude, the
plasma-wave density profile steepens and thus contains har-
monic components.37,38 The harmonics in the plasma density
profile can be expanded in terms of the fundamental density
perturbation, Dn1 /n0
Dnm
n0
5amS Dn1n0 D
m
, ~6!
where m is the harmonic number, and the coefficient am in a
cold plasma is
am5
mm
2m21m! . ~7!
Thus, the first two coefficients are a251.0 and a351.1. The
mth harmonic component of the plasma wave produces the
mth Stokes and anti-Stokes satellites. By combining Eqs. ~5!
and ~6!, we can obtain the ratio between the intensities of the
satellites
Ps2
Ps1
5a2
2S Dn1
n0
D 2 sinc2~DK2L !
sinc2~DK1L !
. ~8!
Since in our results the second Stokes and anti-Stokes satel-
lites are visible, the harmonic analysis can be used and yields
amplitudes of 17% and 12%, respectively. As can be seen,
both methods give the same amplitude, ;10%, when the
anti-Stokes satellites are used. The results from the Stokes
satellites are very different when different methods are used;
however, the average result is ;10%, the same as the anti-
Stokes results. Therefore, the anti-Stokes satellites are used
for the determination of the plasma wave amplitude in this
experiment.
Figure 6 shows the collective Thomson scattering spec-
tra as a function of pump-laser power and plasma density for
zero probe delay.17 All the features, such as the shift of sat-
ellite frequency with plasma density, and the broadening of
satellites at high laser power and plasma density, are consis-
tent with those of Raman satellites. The temporal evolution
of the plasma-wave amplitude can be obtained by scanning
the probe delay. Figure 7 shows the Thomson scattering
spectra at different probe delays, and Fig. 8 shows the tem-
poral distribution of the plasma wave amplitude derived
from it. The growth and decay of the plasma wave can be fit
fairly with exponential functions, except for the region
around the peak. The growth rate is measured to be 3.5
60.3 ps21 from the Stokes satellites, and 3.360.3 ps21 from
the anti-Stokes satellites. The decay rate is measured to be
1.660.1 ps21 and 1.960.2 ps21, respectively.
IV. SPATIALLY AVERAGED TEMPORAL EVOLUTION
OF THE PLASMA WAVE AMPLITUDE
In the recent experiment, we used the 1 mm long uni-
form gas jet to repeat the same measurement described in
Sec. III under various pump laser powers in order to inves-
FIG. 5. Direct forward Thomson scattering spectrum for 3 TW pump power,
2.331019 cm23 plasma density, and zero probe delay.
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tigate the damping mechanisms that cause the decay of the
EPW. Since the acceleration of electrons by the plasma wave
~electron beam loading! can be an important factor for the
damping of the plasma wave, the characteristics of the elec-
tron beam generated was also monitored in this
experiment.12 The temporal distribution of the EPW was
measured at various laser powers, at which different numbers
of electrons were trapped and accelerated.12,24 These accel-
erated electrons propagated in a narrow cone ~,20°
FWHM! along the direction of propagation of the laser
beam. Figure 9 shows the spatially averaged temporal distri-
bution of the EPW amplitude for various laser powers. The
exponential growth rate is measured to be 2.4 ps21 at 1 TW,
4.4 ps21 at 1.9 TW, and 5.2 ps21 at 3.2 TW. At high laser
powers, the growth of the EPW begins to saturate, as ob-
served from the shift of the position of the amplitude peak
towards earlier times. The EPW damps quickly after the pas-
sage of the laser pulse with a damping rate that is roughly
1.8 ps21 at laser power below 1 TW and that rate increases
slightly with increasing laser power.
The increase of the growth rate with increase of laser
power, shown in Fig. 9, is consistent with the prediction of
the theory of Raman forward scattering and self-modulation
instabilities. An accurate comparison between the experi-
mental results and the theoretical predictions is difficult be-
cause of the complicated evolution of Raman forward scat-
tering and self-modulation instabilities as the pump–pulse
propagates in the plasma and the variation of laser intensity
with time in a laser pulse. In addition, the actual growth rate
is strongly affected by the occurrence of relativistic-
FIG. 6. Direct forward Thomson scattering spectra for various pump powers
at 3.731019 cm23 plasma density, ~a!, and for various plasma densities at 3
TW pump power, ~b!. The probe delay is zero. Note that the intensity scale
is logrithmic and that the curves are vertically displaced for ease of viewing.
FIG. 7. Direct forward Thomson scattering spectra for various probe delays
at 1.5 TW pump power and 3.731019 cm23 plasma density. Note that the
intensity scale is logrithmic and that the curves are vertically displaced for
ease of viewing.
FIG. 8. Amplitude of the plasma wave as a function of probe delay at 1.5
TW pump power and 3.731019 cm23 plasma density. Solid squares ~open
circles! represent the amplitudes derived from anti-Stokes ~Stokes! satellites.
The exponential fits of the growth and decay rates are also shown.
FIG. 9. Spatially averaged temporal evolution of the EPW amplitude for
various laser powers at a plasma density of 3.731019 cm23: ~a! 1 TW, ~b!
1.9 TW, and ~c! 3.2 TW. The number of electrons accelerated in each case
is 107, 108, and 109, respectively.
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ponderomotive self-channeling.13,39–41 A simple comparison
is the relative temporal growth rates @Eq. ~4!# for different
pump powers. The relative growth rates are 1:1.4:1.8 at the
beginning of the growth ~during which a0
2!1! using Eq. ~4!,
and are 1:1.8:2.2 in the experiment. This is reasonably con-
sistent. The actual growth rate and the absolute plasma wave
amplitude depend on seeding of the initial plasma wave,
which in this case is probably dominated by the ionization
effect. Using the equation given by Mori et al.23,42
Dn
n0
5
a0
2~c ioniz!
4 , ~9!
where a0(c ioniz) is the laser-strength parameter at the ioniza-
tion intensity, the seeding plasma wave amplitude is 4
31024 and 231023 for singly and doubly ionized helium,
respectively. However, the experimental results indicate that
the plasma-wave amplitude at the time of ionization (;T
20.7 ps) is about 131022. Therefore, additional seeding is
present, such as wake excitation by the front of the laser
pulse. The latter can be important if the front of the laser
pulse is deformed ~sharpened! as a result of its erosion when
relativistic-ponderomotive self-channeling occurs43,44 or its
etching due to Raman sidescattering.13,23
The possible mechanisms that are responsible for the
damping of the EPW are discussed in Sec. VI.
V. SPATIALLY, TEMPORALLY, AND ANGULARLY
RESOLVED COLLECTIVE THOMSON SCATTERING
By using the fiber array setup, the angular distribution of
the collective Thomson scattering can be obtained. The in-
tensities of the Thomson satellites were observed to be stron-
gest in the forward direction (0°) and decrease with larger
angle, and their angular spreads are larger than the probe-
laser cone ~and the pump-laser cone!, similar to the angular
distribution of the Raman satellites. One example of the
spectra observed at the 15° channel for various probe delays
is shown in Fig. 10. Such large angular spreads of Thomson
satellites can be attributed to the small cross section of the
pump-laser channel, which results in small cross sections
~and thus larger angular spread of wave vectors! of the ex-
cited EPW and the guided probe pulse. All forward channels
observed similar temporal evolution for Thomson satellites.
If the scattering of the probe beam by the plasma wave
in the direction perpendicular to the direction of beam propa-
gation occurs, then direct side imaging of the spatial distri-
bution of the Thomson satellites using matching narrow-
bandpass filters and a CCD-camera imaging system for
various probe delays can measure the spatio-temporal distri-
bution of the amplitude of the plasma wave. Figure 11 shows
side images of the first Stokes Thomson satellite at various
probe delays. Images of the first anti-Stokes satellite show
similar variations. The relative EPW amplitude can be ob-
tained by taking the square root of the ratio between the
collective Thomson satellite signal and the probe linear
Thomson scattering signal. The temporal duration of the
EPW at each position was found to be basically the same as
that observed in the spatially averaged measurement ~i.e.,
Fig. 9!; therefore, the spatially averaged results can describe
the temporal evolution of the plasma wave at every position
along the channel. The longitudinal extent of the EPW coin-
cides with that of the pump–pulse and varies accordingly as
the pump–pulse undergoes self-channeling. It shows a
gradual decrease along the propagation path ~probably due to
the decrease of pump beam intensity resulting from various
loss mechanisms! and contains multiple-peak structure
~probably resulting from a multifoci structure in the laser
channel!.
VI. MECHANISMS FOR DAMPING OF THE ELECTRON
PLASMA WAVES
A. Possible damping mechanisms
When a relativistic electron beam is generated, accelera-
tion of electrons by the EPW must take energy from the
FIG. 10. Spectra of the collective Thomson scattering from the EPW for
various probe delays at 15°, 2.5 TW pump laser power, and 3.7
31019 cm23 plasma density. The peak at near Dv5431014 rad/s is just
stray light which does not change with variation of probe delay. The attenu-
ation due to a neutral density filter at the center of the CCD camera chip in
this figure is not compensated. Note that the intensity scale is logrithmic and
that the curves are vertically displaced for ease of viewing.
FIG. 11. Side images of the first Stokes–Thomson satellite at various probe
delays for 2.5 TW laser power and 3.731019 cm23 plasma density: ~a!
21 ps, ~b! 10.2 ps, ~c! 10.6 ps, and ~d! 11.6 ps. The arrow indicates the
direction of laser propagation.
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EPW and thus should cause damping of the EPW as a result
of energy conservation. Therefore, electron beam loading
certainly contributes to the saturation and decay of the EPW.
At high laser powers, when a large number of electrons are
trapped and accelerated, electron beam loading plays a sig-
nificant role in the saturation of the EPW because the energy
carried by these electrons is found to be comparable with the
maximum energy stored in the EPW. When this occurs, the
energy of the laser pulse that would otherwise be used to
drive the EPW is instead diverted to the accelerated electrons
and thus the amplitude of the EPW saturates even before the
end of the laser pulse. However, the fact that the plasma
wave decays at a rate of 1.8 ps21, even when few electrons
are accelerated, indicates that at least another damping
mechanism takes place besides electron beam loading, and
dominates the decay of the EPW at lower laser powers
~lower EPW amplitudes!.
Modulational instability is a promising candidate for the
additional damping mechanism that dominates the decay of
the EPW, because it has been observed to dominate the
damping of EPWs excited by laser-beat-wave or Raman
backscattering. The growth rate of modulational instability is
on the order of vpi ~ion plasma frequency! in the strong
coupling ~large EPW amplitude! regime, which, for a 3.7
31019 cm23 electron density in a fully ionized helium
plasma, is vpi.5.6 ps21, which is on the same order as the
measured EPW decay rate. However, the actual decay rate of
the EPW depends on the initial seeding for modulational
instability. The initial ion-density fluctuation in this case
mainly comes from random thermal fluctuations and hydro-
dynamic perturbations. This is characteristically different
from the decay of the EPWs excited by collinear laser-beat-
waves, in which the laser pulses are sufficiently long such
that stimulated Brillouin scattering can generate an IAW of
significant amplitude with which to seed the modulational
instability ~and thus lead to discrete wave vectors of the
daughter EPWs!.9 As a result, modulational instability in the
case of EPWs generated by short-pulse Raman forward scat-
tering instability ~and standard laser wakefield! may or may
not be as important as in the long-pulse laser-beat-wave
cases and long-pulse Raman backscattering cases. However,
modulational instability decay of an EPW can occur when
the EPW amplitude exceeds a threshold determined by the
IAW damping rate,6 and this threshold is generally much
lower than that for electron beam loading. Therefore, modu-
lational instability may dominate the decay of the EPW when
the EPW amplitude is small.
Two other possible candidates for damping the EPW un-
der our experimental conditions are transverse wave
breaking16 and the transverse hydrodynamic expansion of the
plasma channel.45 For transverse wave breaking, the number
of plasma oscillation periods before wave breaking occurs
should be inversely proportional to the plasma wave ampli-
tude, the self-generated magnetic field strength and the
plasma-density depression on axis.16 It is, therefore, expected
that the duration of the EPW should change significantly
with variation of laser power, because these three factors
increase with increasing laser power. However, we observed
that the EPW decay rates are about the same at 1 and 3 TW
laser powers in spite of the occurrence of significant changes
in the EPW amplitude ~a factor of 3! and the plasma density
depression ~larger than a factor of 10!. Similarly, the damp-
ing of the EPW amplitude due to the transverse expansion of
the plasma channel should be significantly different for 1 and
3 TW cases. Again, this was not observed in the experiment.
Therefore, these two effects, which certainly affect damping
of the EPWs to some degree, are not important during the
short time scale in which the damping occurs in our experi-
ments.
B. Observations related to modulational instability
When an EPW is damped by modulational instability,
the EPW (vp ,kp) is converted into an IAW (v ,k) and
daughter EPWs (vp6v ,kp6k). The growth of an IAW
upon the decay of the EPW is a signature of this process. To
observe the IAWs, collinear collective Thomson scattering
of the probe pulse was used in the same way as for the
diagnosis of the EPWs, and the results are analyzed in a
similar way. In order to resolve the small shift (v) of the
Thomson satellites from the probe frequency, the fiber array
and a 1200 lines/mm grating spectrometer ~which has a reso-
lution of 0.4 Å at l5527 nm) were used. Four main obser-
vations were made and described in the following.
First, the angular dependence of the scattered spectrum
was studied. Figure 12 shows the spectra of the scattered
probe light at various angles for 3 TW laser power, 3.7
31019 cm23 plasma density and 20 ps probe delay. Blue-
shifted and red-shifted peaks were observed and could be the
anti-Stokes and Stokes satellites of IAWs, respectively. The
small bumps on the shoulder of each peak come from the
original spectrum of the probe pulse, as seen in the 165°
channel which monitors the probe backscattered from the
nozzle. The asymmetry between the anti-Stokes and Stokes
shifts might result from red-shift of the probe due to the
decreasing electron density in the channel when self-
channeling occurs, or from the difference between their
phase-matching conditions. The Thomson satellites of the
FIG. 12. Spectra of the scattered probe light at various angles for 3 TW
laser power, 3.731019 cm23 plasma density and 20 ps probe delay: ~a! 25°,
~b! 35°, ~c! 45°, ~d! 55°, and ~e! 65°. The vertical line indicates the un-
shifted probe central wavelength. Note that the bumps on the shoulder origi-
nate from the original probe spectrum which is monitored with the 165°
channel, ~f!, which detected the probe light scattered from the nozzle.
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IAW has an angular spread similar to the Thomson satellites
of the EPW. Such a large angular spread is indicative of the
three-dimensional nature of the modulational instability,
originating from the fact that the IAW is the decay product
of the EPW, which itself has a small cross section ~compa-
rable to the plasma wavelength!. Another important observa-
tion is that the position of the anti-Stokes peak varies with
variation of angle.
Second, the temporal evolutions of the spectrum and the
scattering efficiency were measured. If such scattering was
indeed caused by the IAW, we can obtain the spatially aver-
aged temporal evolution of the IAW amplitude by taking the
square root of the Thomson satellite signal. Figure 13 shows
the scattered spectrum around the probe wavelength for vari-
ous probe delays at 25°-angle, 3 TW laser power, and 3.7
31019 cm23 plasma density. As can be seen, the temporal
evolution of the Stokes and anti-Stokes peaks has features
similar to that of the EPW, which is shown in Fig. 10. That
is, the Stokes satellite is visible only when the probe delay is
near the maximum of the anti-Stokes satellite, and in the case
of the EPW, the opposite occurs. Figure 14 shows the scat-
tering efficiency ~the ratio between the intensities of the scat-
tered light and the incident beam! of the probe pulse in the
25° direction as a function of probe delay. The intensity of
the Thomson satellite increases from almost zero ~at zero
delay! to the maximum ~at about T120 ps! and then de-
creases gradually. Noteworthy is that in both cases the tem-
poral evolution of the scattering efficiency is almost identical
~reaching their peaks at the same time!, even though their
pump laser powers are significantly different.
Third, the spatio-temporal distribution of the probe scat-
tering was measured. Figure 15 shows the side images of the
scattered probe light near the probe wavelength, obtained
using a narrow-bandpass filter that covers both the Stokes
and anti-Stokes satellites, for various probe delays. The tem-
poral evolution of the scattered intensity at any position
along the channel was found to be roughly the same as that
observed by the fiber array in the forward directions. This is
similar to the behavior of the collective Thomson satellites
from the EPW.
Fourth, although one may think that the spectra in Figs.
12 and 13 can be interpreted as the probe light scattered from
the expanding plasma channel, two observations oppose such
a possibility. First, the strongly enhanced scattering of the
probe pulse at later delays ~peaked at T120 ps! was ob-
served even when the laser power was very low ~e.g., 0.3
TW! and no plasma-density depression was observed. Sec-
ond, the expansion of the plasma channel has a higher veloc-
ity at a higher laser power, as observed in interferograms
~see Ref. 25!; however, we observed that the peak of the
probe scattering occurs at about T120 ps delay regardless of
laser power ~Fig. 14!. Note that such invariance of the
growth rate of the IAW with variation of laser power seems
to be consistent with the invariance of the decay rate of the
EPW.
FIG. 13. Spectra of the scattered probe light near the probe wavelength for
various probe delays at 25°, 3 TW pump laser power, and 3.731019 cm23
plasma density. The long vertical line indicates the probe wavelength. The
short vertical lines indicate the wavelength of the blue- or red-shifted peaks.
Note that the intensity scale is linear and that the curves are vertically
displaced for ease of viewing. Also note that the bumps on the shoulder
originate from the original probe spectrum which is monitored with the 165°
channel, ~f!, which detected the probe light scattered from the nozzle.
FIG. 14. Temporal evolution of the scattered intensity of the probe near the
probe wavelength for various laser powers at 25° and a plasma density of
3.731019 cm23.
FIG. 15. Side imaging of the scattered intensity near the probe wavelength
for various probe delays at 2.5 TW laser power and 3.731019 cm23 plasma
density: ~a! 10.3 ps, ~b! 10.9 ps, ~c! 11.9 ps, ~d! 13.4 ps, ~e! 110 ps, ~f!
120 ps, ~g! 140 ps, ~h! 160 ps. The laser pulses propagate from left to
right.
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In other words, all these observations for the scattering
of the probe light to the spectral region near the probe wave-
length are similar to those for the scattering of the probe
pulse by the electron plasma wave, which are described in
Secs. IV and V. Therefore, it is very likely that such scatter-
ing is indeed a result of collective Thomson scattering by ion
acoustic waves. The fact that the growth of the IAW occurs
after the pump–pulse passes the region of observation, indi-
cates that the IAW observed seems to be a result of decay of
the EPW through modulational instability. Although the
EPW decays to almost zero within 3 ps after the passage of
the pump pulse, the IAW continues growing until 20 ps later.
This may be attributed to a cascading decay process. When
the original EPW decays, its energy is converted to IAWs
and mainly daughter EPWs. Because the modulational insta-
bility grows from ion-density fluctuation, which has a wide
spread in phase space, and the EPW is three-dimensional in
nature, the original EPW decays into a broad spectrum ~and
angular spread! of IAWs and EPWs. These daughter EPWs
continue to cascade into IAWs and EPWs, and so on. This
might explain why the IAW can continue to grow even
though the original EPW is gone. Such a process can lead to
strong Langmuir turbulence in the plasma.3 Eventually, all
the energy of the original EPW is converted into that stored
in the IAWs and the background plasma temperature ~heated
by warm wave breaking of the slow-phase-velocity daughter
EPWs!.
C. Plasma heating
The existence of an IAW can be used to diagnose the
plasma temperature. The frequency shift of the Thomson
scattering satellites of the IAW varies with angle because of
the phase-matching conditions. The inset in Fig. 16 shows
the wavelength shifts of the anti-Stokes satellites, with re-
spect to the probe wavelength, scattered towards various di-
rections for the case of Fig. 12. The fitting line is from the
phase-matching condition for the scattering of the on-axis
probe wave vector by the IAWs, ks2ki5kIAW , where ks ,
ki , and kIAW are the wave vectors of the anti-Stokes satellite,
the probe and the IAW, respectively. Note that ks is deter-
mined by the direction ~angle! of observation and kIAW is
determined by the IAW frequency (v IAW) and the sound
speed (cs), i.e., v IAW5k IAWcs . Therefore, by measuring
the anti-Stokes frequency shift ~equal to the IAW frequency!
at a specific angle, the sound speed can be obtained and the
plasma electron temperature can be determined. A very good
match is made when the effective electron temperature is set
to be 3 keV. ~Here we use cs5ATe /mi /(11k IAW2 le2), where
mi is the ion mass and le(Te) is the electron Debye length,
to define the effective electron temperature Te because, e.g.,
the electron energy distribution may not be Maxwellian.!
The satisfaction of this phase-matching condition is consis-
tent with collective Thomson scattering by IAWs. The devia-
tion of the Thomson satellite wavelength from the fitting line
at large angles is probably due to the fact that the scattered
signals in these directions might be dominated by the scat-
tering of the off-axis probe wave vectors. By finding the
right temperature to fit the anti-Stokes frequency shift at
small angles, we can obtain the effective electron tempera-
ture at various probe delays.46 Figure 16 shows the temporal
evolution of the effective electron temperature. The effective
electron temperature increases to 20 keV ~3 keV! at 3 ps
after the passage of the pump–pulse for a pump power of 3
TW ~1 TW!, and then drops to around 400 eV after 50 ps.
Note that the effective electron temperature increases
while the original EPW damps and that the position of the
maximum electron temperature coincides with the complete
extinction of the original EPW ~at T13 ps!. Furthermore, a
Dn/n050.3(0.1) EPW with a phase velocity close to the
speed of light has an average electron energy ~ 12meue
2
, where
ue is the peak fluid velocity of electrons in the EPW! of 23
keV ~2.5 keV!. This is roughly equal to the effective electron
temperature measured right after the decay of the EPW.
These observations seem to indicate that the energy stored in
the original EPW is transferred to IAWs and, mainly, the
effective electron temperature, upon its decay. The model of
modulational instability decay shows that, when the original
EPW damps, the energy from the original EPW must be
converted into mainly the energy stored in the daughter
EPWs. Therefore, the effective electron temperature we mea-
sured is probably the average electron energy stored in both
the turbulent motion of electrons ~composed of the daughter
EPWs generated during the three-dimensional cascading pro-
cess! and the random thermal motion of electrons. At early
delays ~right after the decay of the original EPW!, the turbu-
lent motion of electrons dominates the effective electron
temperature. Gradually, more and more energy is converted
to the random thermal motion of electrons by way of warm
wave breaking of daughter EPWs. At T120 ps, the daughter
EPWs are exhausted so that the IAWs cease to grow and the
energy is mainly stored in the random thermal motion of
electrons. The cooling of the effective electron temperature
may result from thermal conduction and hydrodynamic ex-
pansion.
FIG. 16. Temporal evolution of the electron temperature for pump powers
of 1 TW ~open circles! and 3 TW ~solid squares! at a plasma density of
3.731019 cm23. The inset shows the wavelength shift of the scattered probe
light at various angles for the case of Fig. 12. The solid line satisfies the
phase matching condition for the scattering of on-axis probe wave vector by
ion acoustic waves propagating at a velocity consistent with an effective
electron temperature of 3 keV.
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VII. SUMMARY
In this experiment, the spatially, temporally, and angu-
larly resolved Raman and collective Thomson scattering
spectra were used to study the growth and decay of a self-
modulated laser wakefield. As the laser pulse propagated in
the plasma, an electron plasma wave was excited through
Raman forward scattering and self-modulation instabilities,
as is evident from the appearance of spectral cascading of
Raman satellite. The angular spread of the forward Raman
satellites was observed to be larger than the transmitted laser
beam, indicating that this Raman forward scattering process
is three-dimensional in nature. The spatially averaged tem-
poral evolution of the electron plasma wave excited was
measured using collective Thomson scattering of a probe
pulse, showing an exponential growth and decay. Side imag-
ing of the collective Thomson scattering shows that such
spatially averaged result can describe the temporal evolu-
tions of the electron plasma waves at different positions
along the plasma-wave channel.
The change of the decay rate ~and the duration! of the
electron plasma wave when the laser power was varied was
observed to be insignificant, even when the number of elec-
trons trapped and accelerated by the electron plasma wave
varied from zero to 1010. This indicates that there are other
damping mechanisms that are important in our experiment in
addition to electron beam loading. Our observation of the
spatially, temporally, and angularly resolved collective
Thomson scattering spectra, in the vicinity of the probe
wavelength, seems to support the modulational instability
decay of the electron–plasma wave as the main damping
mechanism. Under such assumption, the collective Thomson
scattering satellites scattered from ion acoustic waves can be
used to diagnose the temporal evolution of the plasma tem-
perature. The heating of the plasma measured using this
method seems to be consistent with the decay of the electron
plasma wave as a result of modulational instability.
Production of cold plasmas, through short-pulse tunnel-
ing ionization, is considered crucial for the success of the
proposed recombinational x-ray lasers in the transient
regime.47 The electron temperature of plasmas produced by
short intense laser pulses was previously measured by
Glover et al.,48 and found to be consistent with the prediction
of the tunneling ionization model.49 Inverse bremsstrahlung
heating is small in this case due to short pulse duration and
large electron quiver velocity. However, in circumstances
where EPWs are excited ~due to resonant or self-modulated
laser wakefields!, it was predicted that the damping of EPWs
can lead to additional rapid heating of the plasma, causing
breakdown of the lasing conditions.47 Therefore, the process
of plasma heating via excitation and damping of EPWs must
be understood in order to control this problem. On the posi-
tive side, this plasma heating process might provide a way to
heat high-density plasmas for applications such as short-
wavelength collisionally pumped x-ray lasers50 and nuclear
fusion.1
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